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• In troduction

Historically, reticles in optica l instruments were Illuminated by a

battery powered incandescent source for use at ni ght. The source lum i nance

was• controlled by means of a potentiometer , and was equipped with an On/Off
• I ’  swi tch. Thus, as evening twilig ht approached, and the dark l ines became di f -

ficult to see against the scene, the reticle light was turned on. Init ially,

high reticle illumination would be used, and, as the scene became increas i ngly

• dark, the reticle would be dimmed.

When tritium activated sources of illum i nation became available , It

became feasible to eliminate the battery and incandescent source with a con-

comitant savings in cost and increase in relia bility . In the 11113 Pantel , for
example, the rCticle is constantly illuminated by the radioactive source.

Therefore, there exists a time at twilight when the reticle cannot be seen as

eithe r dark lines or lighted lines .

This repor t def i n es the prob lem , presen ts some shor t term solu t ions to
the prob lem, and suggests an experimental program designed to create a reticle

des ign data base and handbook. A quantitative analysis of the problem is also

p resen ted which s hou l d be read~~~¼~ nyone interested in the techniques which

can be employed to solve such p c k~ems.

The techn i cal activity described in this report was performed byL~~
ci log ,

Inc. , Melville , New York , under Contract DAAA25-77-M0055.
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2. Theoretical Analysis of the Reticle Illumination Prob lem
Li

• The human eye percei ves Contrast between luminances rather than

luminances ~~j se. As you are reading this page you are responding to the

• form of the characters (and some whole words) as coded in the contrast between

the black lines of the characters and the “whi teness”, or higher luminanc e of
the paper. Similarly, when looking through a reticle , one “sees” a ratio of
luminances, i.e., the luminance of a lig hted reticle against a darker background

or the luminance of a dark reticle against a lighter background .

H: In 1946, Blackwell (1) reported the Classical results of a very
• thorough study of human contrast vision. Thirty years later , this still rep—

- resents the only reliable data available for analytic application to the

reticle illum ination problem.

Although writers use different definitions of contrast, (and often
• fail to inform the reader of which one they are using) we shall use the Blackwell

• definition. Applied to our problem the ratios are:

B — B
~ ~ c = 

R $ for “brighter” appearing reticles

U

B — B(2) S RC B for “dark” appearing scenes
R

where : BR is the lum!nance of the ret icle
• B~ Is the luminance of the scene

Or , in general:

c — 

BH~~ 
BL

where : B11 is the luminance of the object of higher luminance
is the luminance of the object of lower luminance
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Us ing the above definitions we are able to construct the unusua l , but

hi ghly Hlustrative representation in Figure 2-1. Shown in the left half of

the graph are three lines of -1 slope, representing equation (1). These show

the variation in the contrast of reticles of constant luminance as a function

of scene luminance for ret icles of lum i nance higher than that of the scene
1. • (Positive Contrast). Three luminances , 100, 300 and 700 uL are shown. The

vertica l axis is Log Contrast* of the reticle agai nst the scene lum i nances

shown on the horizontal axis. Note that this is merel y the relationship of

the physical contrasts, and , as such , is i ndependent of size of the objects.

On the right hand side of the graph are the correspond i ng lines of +1

slope, depicting equation (2) and showing the negative contrast (scene bri ghter
than reticle) for the reticles of 100, 300 and 700 uL. Starting at the upper

right of the curves , and proceeding down a line of constant reticle brightness
toward the horizonta l axis , one is observing the effect of increasing darkness

on the contrast of the dark appearing reticle. Obviously, during eveni ng twi-

lig ht the retlcle is becoming Increasing ly difficult to see, as its contrast

reduces.

S i m i l a r l y ,  If one begins at the horizontal axis and proceeds upward

along any of the posi t ive contras t lines , one observes that the lighted reticle

becomes increasingly easy to see. One may now evaluate the effect of reticle

luminance on visibility through twilight by superimposing the Blackwell contrast
• J threshold data on the above curves. The contrast threshold curve, shown in

Figure 2—1. represents the minimum contrast for a 0.95 probability of detection

of a circular object of 3.6 minute angular s~ubtense. This would correspond

to approximately a 1 to 2 mInute retlcle line width.

*Actually, the Log of (C+I) Is plotted for conveni ence to permit linear repre—
sentation of equations (1) through (3). The Blackwell Data is plot ted to be
consistent wi th this representation. Reticles of any luminance can be simi-
iarly drawn.

• H
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Using the above definitions we are able to construct the unusua l , but

hi ghl y illustrative representation in Figure 2-1. Shown In the left half of

the graph are three lines of -1 slope, representing equation (1). These show

the variation In the contrast of reticies of constant luminance as a function

of scene luminance for reticles of luminance higher than that of the scene

- • (Positive Contrast). Three lumlnances , 100, 300 and 700 uL are shown. The

vert i cal axis is Log Contrast* of the reticle agai nst the scene luminances

shown on the horizontal axis. Note that this Is merel y the relationship of

the physical contrasts, and, as such , is independent of size of the objects.

On the ri ght hand side of the graph are the correspond ng lines of +1

slope, depicting equation (2) and showing the negative contrast (scene brighter

than reticle) for the ret cles of 100, 300 and 700 uL. Starting at the upper

ri ght of the curves, and proceeding down a line of constant reticle brightness

toward the horizontal ax i s , one is observing the effect of increasing darkness
on the contrast of the dark appearing reticle. Obviously, during even i ng twi-

light the reticle is becoming increasing ly difficult to see, as its contrast

reduces.

Sim i larly, if one begins at the horizontal axis and proceeds upward
along any of the positive contrast lines , one observes that the lighted reticle

becomes increasing ly easy to see. One may now evaluate the effect of reticle

• 
• luminance on visibility through twilight by superimposing the Blackwell contrast

threshold data on the above curves. The contrast threshold curve, shown i n
Figure 2-1. represents the minimum contrast for a 0.95 probability of detection

of a circular object of 3.6 minute angular s5ubtense. This woul d corres pond
to approximate ly a I to 2 minute reticle line width .

• *Actually, the Log of (C+1) is plotted for conveni ence to permit linear repre—
sentation of equation s (1) through (3). The Blackwel l Data Is plotted to be
consistent wi th this representation. Retlcles of any luminance can be simi—

• larl y drawn. H
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A reticle of given lum inance will be visible (as positive or negative

contrast) for those background luminances where the reticle contrast lies above

the threshold curve.

Consider the 100 uL reticle. The Blackwell data show that it will be

t visible , appearing dark , for daylight conditions until the scene luminance is In

Deep Twiligh t (Point A). Similarly the 100 ul reticle should become visible again ,

appearing bright at Point B , when the scene luminance is between Deep Twilight

and Ful l Moon conditions. This regi on, or , more properly, duration of lack of
sufficient contrast to reach threshold , wi l l  be referred to as the “gap” in

Section 3. This duration is shown in Figure 2-1. The reader is now invited

to repeat this exercise for the 700 uL reticle. Note that the “gap” st i l l
exis ts , but Is shorter. Obviously, this is due to the fact that the human

contras t threshold , a logar it hmi c funct ion, Is decreasing (for positive and
negative contrast) with higher scene luminance .

it is important to observe that while the requi red minimum contrast

:1 increases wi th decreas i ng scene luminance, the actua l reticle luminance require-

ment decreases. Observe in Figure 2-1 that as the scene luminance decreases from

Twilight to Full Moon, reticle visibility can be achi eved with diminishing

values of reticle luminance (i.e., from about 700 uL at Twilight to under 100 uL

at Full Moon).

Fi gure 2-2 shows the retlcle v is ib i l i ty  curves with a second threshold F
contrast curve , labeled “Larger Object”. The Blackwe ll data, unfortunately,
do not provi de an object size which truly corresponds to a line width of about

4 minu tes. However, if one is willing to simultaneously make two extrapolations ,*
the Larger Object curve would correspond to a line width of about 4 minutes . This
new threshold curve demonstrates the reduction in gap that is achieved by an
Increase in reticle line width .

*The “larger object” is three times the 3.6’ cIrcular target in subtense, and
results in a one log unit decrease in contrast threshold.

-5— 
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• The threshold curves shown in Figures 2-1 and 2-2 are based on data

for an adapted eye. This adaptation of eye sensitivity to the luminance in

its field of view does not occur instantaneously. Full adaptation to a transition

- 
from light to dark , for example , may take as much as 35 minutes . Because of the

relatively slow adaptation rate,the eye in twilight conditions may not have its

optimum sensitivity . In the evening twilig ht , therefore, a threshold contrast,

somewhat greater than that shown in Figure 2-1 and 2-2 would be required .

in morning twili ght a somewhat l ower contrast can be accomodated. The

rate of change of the scene luminance in twili ght has, therefore, some effect

on the duration of the threshold gap.

-L
The quantity that is of prime interest for operational consi derations is

j the time duration Of the threshold gap for any retiçle brightness. The rate of

change of scene luminance during twilight varies as a funcUon of latitude , time of
year and atmospheric conditions. Clear atmospheri c conditions represent a

-- worst case since any overcast has the effect of accelerating the rate of change
-~ of scene luminance for any locat ion.

-

. 
The worst case duration of a gap in scene luminance can be obtained for

any location on earth from the Air Almanac, published quarterly by the Nava l

Observatory. The Almanac contains tabulated durations for twilight wi thout cloud

cover. A plot of scene luminance versus time taken at any latitude can be con-

verted to any other latitude . The time history of luminance for any latitud e

can therefore be determined .

This analytic study of the reti-cle illumination problem is entirely based

on the Blackwell data. Since these data are not directl y applicable to the

reticle problem , the results presented herein should not be taken as an exact

1 I solution to the problem. However, the methods suggested herein could be applied

• to a generalized lighted reticle design if the data suggested In Section 4 were

available.

~ii 
-7-
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Suppose, for examp le , that in a given optica l system desi gn it has

been determ ined that no reduction in scene luminance can be tolerated. Suppose

further that one knew the decay curve for the illuminat ion sources to be used

in the system. Given a curve of the type of Figure 2-2 for reticle design , one

could then specify the line width and Initial luminance of the source required

to eliminate the gap (or to reduce it to some tolerable duration).

: Similarly, if one were given an initial source luminance , one could

then specify the line width and usefu l life of the source. Or alternatively,

if one were given the luminance and required usefu l life , one could specify the

line width and the maximum required reduction in scene luminance required (assum-

ing now that reduction in scene lum i nance is tolerable).

In -general , it can be seen that with curves of the type of Figure 2-2,

based on reticle visibility It is possible to specify all the useful desi gn

parameters. 

-• -~
_ 
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3. Engineering Application

When the radioact ively illuminated ret icle was substituted for the
incandescent source, the capability in the M113 Panoramic Telescope for turn-

in g off and for varying reticle luminance was lost. Since the Pantel must be
used i n anthi ent light cond it ions ranging from full sunlight to full night,
(a range of up to nine orders of magn i tude in luminance) and , since the ret icle
is always il luminated , It may be shown that, regardless of ret icle luminance,
there must be some period of time when the reticle is not useable in the present

desi gn. This condition is illustrated schematicall y in Figure 3-1.

I /
Useable Li ght 4 Unuseable Useable Dark

I
,

Appearing Retlcle 4 Appearing - •

H / ‘IReticle / / Reticle 
—

H Increasing Ambient Illumina t ion
L FIgure 3—1

In the ori g inal Pantel ret icle desi gn, the gap appears to occur at
background luminance of about 100 to 1000 uL (based on extrapolations from the

Blackwel l data of Reference 1).

This gap may, however, be reduced or even eliminated. Since the eye

“sees” Contrast*, which is a funct ion, in this case, of both reticle and scene

luminance , and , s in ce the eye ’s sensa t ion var i es w ith object size , there are

several parameters wh i ch can be varied to eliminate the “gap”. -These are:

1. Reticle line width and character dimensions

2. Reticle luminance

3. Scene luminance (in the eyepiece)

*See Appendix 1 , Defini tion of Terms

LI 
-S - - -_•—~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -__
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The following Sections will discuss each of these parameters. In all

that follows, t should be kept In mind that reticle luminance levels must be
- those existing at the end of the usefu l life of the reticle.

I

-10-
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3.1 Ret icle Line Wi dth and Cha racter Dimens ions

The min i mum li ne wi dth which can be seen is a func tion of line wid th
and contrast. The angular subtense of a dark line seen against a brighter

background can be as small as about 0.5 sec. and be seen. But , as background

illumination decreases to .005 uL , the 0.50 probability of seeing occurs at

10.5 arc minutes (2)*. The subtense required to see the dark appearing line is

estimated on the basis of Ref. 1 to be about 2-3 minutes when the background

luminance is 50 ul. At this point a caveat is in order. The Blackwell data

were obtained us i ng achromatic, circular targets against a un i form background.

They do not, strictl y speaking, apply at all to the reticle problem. However,
L I  experience with similar problems has shown that extrapolations from these data

• usually yield good engineering approximations.

The angular subtense of the current Pantel reticle engraving is less

than 1 minute. By increasing the line width , the dark appearing reticle will

be useful for a longer period of time at evening twilight.

Exactly the same reasoning applies to the lig hted reticle. Extrapolating

from the Blackwell data (1), one would anticipate that increasing the reticle

width from one to three minutes would result in its being useful at 1/10 the

contrast required for the one minute width , i.e. , sooner in evening twilight.

In the Human Engineering literature (2, 3) it is generally recommended

that reticle lines subtend not more than two minutes , however, such a general
recommendat ion , wi thout consideration of the system accuracy and tolerable ob-
scura t ion , should be conside red advisory at best.

• 3.1.1 Numeral Characteristics

The nominal numera l height for the orIgina l Pante l retlc le , when viewed
!~-~ through the eyepiece subtends 6’ of arc. 20/20 visIon of the very hi gh contrast

*Numbers in parenthesis refer to references listed at the end of this report.

• - -11-
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I letters on the ordina ry Snellen Char t is defined as a letter height of 5’ of
arc. Clearly, If the numerals on the Pantel are to be read with ease, their
size should be Increased.

For reliable read i ng at low contrast the characters should be 20 to 25
minutes high and 12 to 15 minutes wide. (Except the numeral 1 , whIch should be
one stroke width wide .) Stroke widths of 2-3 mInutes (the same as the reticle
lines) are satisfactory. Note, that the drawing (No. 8626209) for the Pante l
reticle states that the “width of etched lines forming figures and letters is

unimpor tant”. This is obviously not true.

1 51 -
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3.2 RetIcle Luminance

The brighter the reticle can be made to appear , the earlier the light ii
appearing reticie will be useful at evening twilight. Extrapolating again from

the Blackwell data (1), whereas a 100 uL ret icle wi th 1 minute l i nes should tend
to become unuseable somewhere between Full Moon and Deep Twil ight, a 300 uL
reticle with the same line width should fade between Twiligh t and Deep Twilight.

The dark appearing ret icle of 100 uL should be effec t ive at scene lum inances from
Deep Twilight to brighter (depending upon scene content). Thus, the 300 uL reticie

shows a gap, but, it is narrower than that of the 100 uL reticle.

When one considers the one log uni t decrease in  threshold contras t when
going from one minute reticle lIne widths to three arc minutes in combination

wi th a 300 uL ret icle , the Blaclo,iel l data would predict a gap duration of about

2 mInutes at a probability of seeing of 0.95 at about 400 N Latitude in August.

3.2.1 increasing Reticle Luminance

• The Luminance of the reticle can be increased by increasing the source

lumInance and by increas i ng the flux transmission between source and reticie.

Each of these methods will be discussed In the following Sect i ons.

Increas i ng Source Luminance

One method of increasing source luminance is to increase the efficiency

of the phosphor. Although it Is not specified , P-2 phosphor is apparently

• being used in the sources. Phosphors far mor efficient that P-2 have been

developed (for example, P-31). It may be assumed that the source manufacturer

has continued to use P-2 for good reason (life , for example). This should be

verified .

— 13— 
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Since the manufacturer has the expertise in Trltlum technology, it is
unlikely that any increase in energy (above that presently being supplied) can
be achieved by variations in the parameters relating to the power source.

A Note On Source Wavelength

Although the “conventiona l wisdom”, for many years , held that red light

should be used to illuminate reticles to preserve dark adaptat i on, this Is
certainly not necessary. At the levels of dark adaptation reached on even moon-

lit nights , the luminance l evel of a 300 or even 500 uL green source will not

emit a sufficient number of quanta to adversely effect dark adaptation . Since

•1 green phosphors are most efficient and since the bandwidth of the green phosphors

closel y matches the sensitivity of the dark adapted (and light adapted , for that

matter) eye, green should be used. -

Figure 3—1 (taken from Cornsweet (I i ) ) ,  shows the relative sensitivity

curves for both photopic and scotopic vision . As a matter of interest , the time

of twilight to deep twili ght (at 400 N) represents the transition from Light to

Dark adaptation and is called the mesoptic reg i on. Eye sensitivity is increas i ng

from the light adapted to dark adapted state durinrt this tim” neriod .

- 
• Wavc iengih (om) I ~~ 

.11 PIIO OP.C (cone) a d  cok~çjc
• (rod) ~pec,r.ii ~ensItMIy curvN. 1Mev

•35() 400 501) 600 701) 800 w,thI( gq 45)i

• .2
• I,- .5 .

1 -

Rods

H
3 S

I: I 

Flgure 3-1

28 000 24 ,001) 20,000 11, 000 12000

Wave number (cm ‘P
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Increase in Flux Transmission Between Source and Reticie

Several relat ive ly minor confi gurat ional changes may be incorporated

L into the design to Increase the level of lum i nous flux transmission between

the source and reticle. These changes, which are described below, would

1. increase the radiant flux in the direction of the -

•

reticle edge

2. directly couple the source radiation , only to that
half of the reticle “sandwich” whLch contains the

• etchings 
-

3. eliminate areas of energy loss

A recommended configuration for the illuminated region is shown in

Figure 3-2 . In this figure , the radiant flux has been increased in the direc-

tion of the edge of the reticle disk by utilizing curved rad i ant sources with

flat cros s sections . Such a sou rce would maximize the effective area of radia-
tion for a given volume of rad i oactive charge.

The rear surface (away from the reticle edge) would be silvered or —
coated in such a way as to prevent the loss of energy due to transmi ssion through 

-
•

this surface.

Wedges of RTV , or other optically transparent silicone potting compound

would be used to couple the source with the reticie edge. The reticle edgt.
• should be polished and sufficient ci rcumferential pressure applied to ensure

good contact at the mating surfaces. Note that the wedge directs flux onl y to

that half of the reticle sandwich wh i ch contains the etched mark i ngs. The edge

of the other half of the reticle is not exposed. The source may be placed as far

away from the reticle edge as necessary, to accomodate the larges t source avail-
able within the geometrical - constraints of the elbow housing.

If a significant portion of the wedge extends beyond the outer diameter
of the beve l gear cy linde r, the edges of the wedge should be coated, or covered.

—1 5 —
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The configuration shown would be applicable for use wi th  sources which
subtend, 90, 120 or 1800 degrees of arc . The beve l gear cy linder should contain,
however , a minimum of three wi ndows , in order to provide three webs to support
the bevel gear. Figure 3-2 shows how two 1800 sources could be used effectively

with little loss In energy.

~j 1~
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3.3 Scene Luminance

What one observes when looki ng through the eyepiece is the contrast

between the ret id e and the scene.

I t has p revious l y been shown that , with a fixed ret i d e  lum i nance, it is

possible to increase Contrast by decreas i ng the scene lum i nance. At even i ng

twilight , it is possible to “bring night on sooner” by decreas ing the scene

luminance . This is a critica l point , because this is how the “gap” between a

lighted and unlighted reticle can be eliminated. * At some point in twilight ,

when the dark appearing reticle is barely visible , the scene luminance can be

decreased (by introduc i ng a stop, a beam splitter , a filter , or other means)

for that critical time interva l until the light appearing reticle is visible

with full scene lum i nance. During the period of artificially induced lowered

scene luminance , the reticle will appear lighted , because early darkness was
produced. In effect, the time “gap” has been removed by artificiall y elimin-

ating the ambient • lig ht conditions which prevail during the time “gap”.

Clearly, the same effect can be produced at morning twilight. In this

- - • , case “night” is effectively lengthened by reducing the Incoming light , thereby
increas ing the duration of usefulness of the light appearing reticle. It is

noted that, a t morn in g tw i l i gh t, the user is dark adapted at the start of twi-

light , hence the duration of the gap is shorter, since less contrast is required

at high light levels than at low light l evels. For this reason, lower contrast

can be tolerated for a longer period of time . 
-

There exists some “opt imum” amount of scene lum i nance dimunitlon wh i ch

resul ts from a tradeoff between gain in contrast and loss of resolving power.

- -~ One seeks to reduce the scene luminance to that required for a reticle brightness

-H near the end of its useful life without significantly reducing the operator’s

abili ty to perceive fine detail in the scene.

- - - *tt is also possible to eliminate the “gap” by prOviding a mechanism to block the
ligh t source from illuminating the reticle , but this may be a more complicated

— solutIon for the Pantel.

-18-
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The amount of ligh t to be excluded from the Pantel is a function of

-~ 

• reticie luminance and size. When It Is optimized for any latitude, i t  w i l l

I be optimIzed for all , al though the duration of decreased scene illumination
will vary.

b

-19-
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4. Development of Data Base on Reticle Visibility

For all continuously illum i nated reticles the time gap during wh i ch the

• - optical instrument is not useful must be minimized. in those cases where the

gap is of such a duration that it is necessary to attenuate the scene il lumina—

• tion , this can only be done with a concomitant loss of perceived scene detail.

It is recommended that a log i cal series of experiments be conducted to determi ne

reticle brightness requiremen ts. The objective of these experiments will be to

develop a data base applicable to Optica l and Electro-Optica l reticles. These

data will provide the basis for deriving threshold contrast curves and for

ascertaining the loss in resolution experienced with reductions in scene

luminance .

From this data base, the parametric va l ues for all future reticle desi gns

can be selected. It will then be possible to des i gn reticles on the basis of

quantitative data and provide a firm rationale for the selection of the

reticle design.

• A series of basic experiments will be performed initiall y In a laboratory,

followed by parallel field validation of the experimenta l results and additional

laboratory experimentation . The following sections describe recommended facili-

ties , experimenta l procedures and field test validation. -

• 4.1 Laboratory Facilities

The building in which the present reticle evaluation is being carried out

-
• 

is adequate for the installation of a suitable laboratory . The laboratory - concept

is modular , that is , starting with a minimum configuration , and add i ng additional

sophistication as time (and budgets) permit.

4.2 Experimental Procedures

The Initial experiments will be des i gned to determ i ne the “gap” in scene F
luminance which can be anticipated as a function of reticle luminance for a homo-

~1L
~ ; 

hi 
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- 
geneous scene. A rear projection screen will be illuminated with a high Inten-

sity projector, fitted with a Neutra l Density Wedge (See Figure 4-i). The
- Reticle under test will be equipped with a varying illuminance source.

For convenience, the so-called Method of Limits should be used. To deter-

1 - mine the threshold for li gh ted reticle visibility , a un i formly illuminated sur—

face would be viewed through the te l escope. The luminance of the screen would be

decreased until the reticle became visible , and that va l ue of screen luminance

recorded. The screen luminance would then be conside rabl y decreased , and gradually

- 1 increased again until the reticle just becomes invisible and the screen luminance
L.. again recorded. This “up and down” sequence is repeated with the same observer

a considerable number of times , result ing in a Gaussian distribution of luminance

- H va l ues, with the Mean Threshold. Screen luminance set equa l to a Probabi lity of

Detection of 0.50. The same procedure is repeated for reticles of vary i ng

luminance l evels.

This procedure would then be repeated for a number of observers under

- 
identica l conditions. The Variance of the total sample can then be used to cal-

culate the 0.95 (or 0.99) probability of detection.

The reverse procedure would be followed with the unlighted reticle , and

that Threshold also determined. The diffe rence (if any) in screen luminance

between the two Detection Probabilities of 0.95 then determines the minimum

I - 

acceptable reticle illumination at the end of the usefu l life of the source.

- 
- 

Since there would be both a single Independent variable and a single depen-

dent variable , the experimental desi gn would be relatively stra i ghtforward.
I Importan t cons iderations include :

-Number and Type of Observers

-Number of Trials -pe r Session

- -Number of Sessions

- -Balan cing Observers within Sessions

-Env i ronmental Control

— 21-
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I— Rear Projection Screen
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Approx. —,
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- 4-i

r ~ Photometer (Digital)

• 
-

______ }... Curtain
0’- Reticle under Test (Variable Hei ght)

u ect Switc
________________________________ Reticle Luminance Control

~J
_... Photometer (Mini Spot)

- 

Fi gure 4-1. SCHEMATIC OF LABORATORY FACILITY
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For the Init ial experiments the data (screen and reticle luminance at

- threshold) can be recorded manuall y. As early as possible, however , It is

desi reable to Install a data collection system. Such a system would include a
digita l photmeter, a digital control for the reticle illuminator (or , al ter—

1. natively, an A-D converter on an analog controller), a manuall y operated swi tch

for subjects to indicate threshold , and a suitable recorder (Tektran or punched

- paper). Figure 4-2 shows the desireable data collection system.

- [ After completion of the in itial series of threshold determinations , two

- - 

- 
efforts should be conducted in parall el . First , the results of the early experi-

men ts w i th un i form backgrounds, should be checked by means of field tests. The
- -  

field tests should be carefull y controlled to determine the accuracy of the use
- 

of the un i form field In the laboratory tests. If the un i form fields provi de a

- 

- good approx imation of the field test results, a future complication (namely, the

Introduction of filmed real life scenes in the laboratory) can be avoi ded.

Simultaneously, the effect of the reduction of scene lum i nance on visua l

resolution should be determ i ned. Figure 4-3, taken from Cornsweet (4), shows a
Human Visua l System Describing Function (or, perhaps Modulation Transfer Function ,

as it is labe l ed , if an assumption about linearity is valid).

- 333 Human Visual Modulation Transfer Functions

100 - Fig l2. I3Th e soIjd curve j sad~ c~jb.
ing function of the human visual system.• j  obtained by measuring the threshold

- - - modulation at each spatial frequ.nc~.
(100% modulation means that the

- troughs of the sine wave are cump&.I. iy
• 

~~ 10 - darli.) The dashed tun e is wisat would
beespected fo,alen,und,, theu,ne -

-conditions of testing. 11* solid curve
i~ l,wn Van Nec .,nd Bou,njn (1965);
A 525 nm. .sverage intens ity 90
tro)ands.J

- 

1 1

L i  Fi gure 4-3
•
1 :-~ --—— 
U 0.1

0.1 I. 10 100
- ~ Spatial frequency (cycles/dee) 
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SUBJECT I DIGITAL 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _

SWITCH PHOTOMETER

RETICLE ILLUM I N_
j._

- 

- 

- 

~~ DIGITAL
RECORDER ________

OUTPUT FORMAT

Trial Detect Scene Reticle
N 1 

- 

200 208

HEADER FOR RECORD (MANUALLY RECORDED)

Subject -

Sessi on
Date -

Time (Start & Finish) -

r - 
~Fi gure 4-2. BLOCK DIAGRAM DATA COLLECT I ON SYSTEM
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Sine wave charts w i ll be substituted for the unifo rm fields used in the
ini tial experiments. Since the threshold contrast region for retlcles of various

lumlnances wi l l  now be known, the so-called Temporal Forced Choice Method will
now be employed. With a fixed reticle luminance , the Field wi l l  be presented
briefly at a luminance l evel near threshold, turned off , and then presented
briefl y again at a luminance leve l just slightly higher or lower than the first.

The subject is asked to indIcate which was the brighter of the two, and told
whether he was right or wrong (the data collection system requires modIfication).

This procedure is repeated for sine wave charts of the frequencies which would

meet the system requirements , for the range from unobscured to the obscured system.

In this way, the maximum tolerable amount of obscura t ion for a range of ret icle
luminances is determined.

These experiments , involvin g multiple modulations and frequencies, (and ,

possibly, wavelengths) should be conducted as Multivariate FactorIal Desi gns.

Such Experimental Designs are efficient , economical , and are, i n  fac t, the onl y
¶ designs which can properly handle multiple var1able~- .

As with the firs t series of experIments, care must be exercised in the

design of the experiments, to elimina te ar tifac ts.

4.3 Field Tes ts

As stated above, the Field Tes ts must be caref ully controlled , as to Subject
selec t ion, ordering, photometric measurements, etc., because the results of the
Field Test will be used to validate the Laboratory Experiments.

Based on experience, it is expected that the results obtained in the Labora-

tory using a uniform luminance background will be generalizable to the field situa-

tion, If this expectation proves not to be true, it is suggested that time lapse

motion picture s of several typical scenes be taken, and projected for the second
series of laboratory experiments. Color photography, taken from several compass

H bearings of various scenes would be e~posed, under photometer control. For

examp le, exposures might be made at Inte rvals of one ml in horizon sky lum i nance

i__i
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at evening twil i ght (one exposure per one millilambert decrease). These “mot ion”
pictures would then be projected as a substitute for the uniform backgrounds.

Shoul d this become necessary, t would aga i n  be requir ed tha t these
results be validated by means of controlled field tests.

-

5
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5. Summary and Conclusions

[ I  This report presents an analytic technique which can be applied to
• specify ing the requi red ret icle luminance , reticle lIr.e width and scene

luminance reduction In the design of optica l systems .

The analyt ical techniqu’e is then applied , in a first approximation,
to the design parameters of the M113 Pante l reticle. it Is shown that the

- 
ori ginal desi gn of this reticle and Its method of Illum ination is , at best,[ marginal. The potential gains resulting from certain design changes are cal-
culated.

Unfortunately, the technIque could be applied to the Pantel only to a

first approximation due to limitations on the available contrast visibility

data. For this reason, it is recommended that a Data Base on ret icle vlsi-

11 bility be developed. The Laboratory facilities and experimental techniques

~- t1 which should be used to develop the data base are described.

Ii

Li 
-
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APPENDIX I

- 

- 
Defini tions of Terms

— 
Luminance: The flux per unit solid angle per unit area of an extended

- -~ source of radiation (uni ts: mL-MllliLambert ; ul—micro lambert).

• Brightness: The subjective equivalent of luminance .

I - 

Lambert: The luminance of a perfectly reflecting and diffus i ng surface,
(Lambertian) cmi tting 1 Lumen/cm2 (One Foot Lambert
(1 l umen/ft.2) ~ 1000 p1.

Contras t:
- BR~~~

B[ C = B for light appearing reticle
a S

B — B
C S

B 
R_ for dark appearing reticle

R

where: BR Is the ret icle lum inance
Bs is the average scene luminance

Inverse Square Law: The flux per unit angle falls off as the square of

the distance from the source. Applies only to Point Sources ,
- - not extended (Lambertian) surfaces.

- 
Photop ic Vision: Li ght adapted eyes.

Scotopic Vision : Dark adapted eyes.

Nesoptic Vision : The range between the two above terms, which occurs
(without artificial light) at twilight.
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